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THE TRAVEL AGENT’S STORE COACHING PROGRAM
To help you get the maximum benefit from your purchase The Travel Agent’s Store
offers a free coaching session with the author of the e-Guide. The coaching sessions
last for up to one-hour and are conducted via Skype. Once you have read through and
studied this eGuide jot down any questions, challenges you have, then email to
steve@thetravelagentsstore.com to arrange a coaching date and time.

Be sure to take advantage of this offer!
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All rights reserved. Printed in Canada. No part of this book may be used or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise
whatsoever without written permission or authorization through payment of a Permission to Copy fee (except in the
case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews) . For information please contact SMP Training Co.
steve@smptraining.com or call 250-738-0064.
Protected by the Canadian Copyright Act.
For general information on SMP publications and services please email: steve@smptraining.com
Illustrations by Steve Crowhurst.
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warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all
warranties, including without limitation, warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created
or extended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for
every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the publisher and author is not engaged in rendering
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First things first.
This eGuide is all about
-YOU -

(specifically travel counsellors, travel agency
owners & managers, all levels at HQ
and all supplier positions…)

and YOUR career.
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Who are YOU and what
do YOU want to do with your career?
You’ll have a chance to think about this question throughout this eGuide –
for now here’s one or two generic “I wants” that travel trade employees have voiced to me:
TITLE
Travel counsellor – just
joined to Junior level

GENERATION

WORKING FOR

Gen X & Y

B&M Agency
Chain Agency

Baby Boomer

B&M Agency
Chain Agency

Travel counsellor - Snr

Gen X
Baby Boomer

B&M Agency
Chain Agency

Travel Agency Manager

Gen X
Baby Boomer

B&M Agency
Chain Agency

Travel Agency Owner

Gen X
Baby Boomer

B&M Agency
Chain Agency
Franchisee

SUPPLIER

POSITION

Inside team, BDM, mid management

Senior management

I WANT TO




























become a senior TC
move into management
own my own agency
work for a supplier
move into management
buy the agency I work for
open my own agency
go home based
work for a supplier
move into management
buy the agency I work for
open my own agency
go home based
work for a supplier
start a travel related Newco
move into senior management
buy the agency I work for
open my own agency
go home based
work for a supplier
start a travel related Newco
sell the agency
step down to agency manager
return to senior TC
go home based
work for a supplier
start a travel related Newco










move to the next level
move into management
move into sales
sell travel as an HBA
move to the next level
run the company
buy the company
start a Newco

WORKING FOR
Air, Cruise, Tour,
Rail, Tourism,
Hotel, Inbound,

I WANT TO
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But wait - THERE’S MORE…
Quite often I am asked how I got into training and development, speaking for a living and where
I get my marketing ideas from. Well for me it was all about managing a mind that never stayed
still. Always big picture, always wanting facts, the actual how-to and plus I inherited an artistic
talent that feeds the creative side of what I do related to creating websites, video, animations,
slide shows etc. I am also questioned about consulting to the industry and how that works.
Coming up I’ll explain it all from my point of view and then you can take it from there and adapt
what I advise to your own situation. The main thing to remember, and it is part of my philosophy,
that if someone has done something, then others can do it too. Within reason that is and subject
to skills levels, depth of knowledge and so on. However if yours matches theirs then you too
should be able to accomplish what “they” did.
The move to consulting, training, keynote speaking, writing, designing depends on your hard
earned knowledge, trade credibility and perhaps years in the trade. Regarding ‘years in the trade’
– as you may know “we” in the trade are famous for saying “I’ve been in the travel industry for
ten years…” then someone else has “been in the trade for 35 years…” and of course the response
from anyone worth their salt replies, “SO WHAT?”
The real issue is: what have you done? With a career spanning 35 years in the travel industry
what have you accomplished – and further, does it mean anything to anyone? If you sat at a desk
selling travel for 35 years that’s great and admirable, but it does not, in any way give you the
knowledge to go into consulting or management level training. It does however suggest that you
could train newcomers in certain aspects of being a travel agent, booking procedures and the
like. You may have developed a niche or have a passion for specific destination – and that
knowledge would suggest you could speak on those topics.
The next question is: can you actually impart your knowledge in such a way that others will learn
from you? Can you hold an audience of 250 in awe? Will your PowerPoint be absolutely fantastic
and leading edge in terms of graphics and animations? Can you write a decent lesson plan?
If you didn’t know, it takes ten hours of production to create one-hour of delivery / training. It
takes weeks to create a keynote speech and weeks to practice it. Imagine how long it takes to
create a 90 minute keynote that will keep the audience on the edge of their seat and scribbling
away to note what you saying.
So let’s move on to review these more senior career moves and if you have managed your career
correctly (for you) so far, then you may be in line to step out and step up to take on any one or
all of the following career moves. You can always email me to set up a Skype chat to review your
career changing idea.
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Working in the World of Travel
Work is something we must do. That’s the way it is. If you want to pay your rent or mortgage,
own a car and take vacations not to mention put food on the table and feed your family you just
have to work – and generally that means working five or six 8-hour days per week, 50 to 52 weeks
a year until you’re 65, now 67 in some countries! If you are just starting in the travel industry
aged 20 then you have 45 years ahead of you and you’ll want to make sure those 45 years are
spent doing something you love.
Rather than just rolling along through your career, without much direction, you should sit down
and plan your career in 3 year stints. Five years is to too long as life and things in general change
too quickly. One year plans go past too fast, so three years is about right.
A worthy thing to do as you prepare to manage your career in travel is to give yourself one or
two guiding principles that will keep you focused on the end result you want. A mantra can work
for you too, here’s mine and it is exactly how I managed my own travel career.

You want the most money you can negotiate for your talents
and knowledge, working for the best company, with
the best people, doing what you want to do,
where, when and how you want to do it.
In addition to my personal mantra I tried to live by the following advice given to me by one
business mentor, sports and business coach Vic Lindal. Here’s Vic’s advice:

Be focused, but not blind.
Relating this quote to your travel trade career means to focus on the work, job, career at hand
but be open to new opportunities when they arrive. Eventually everyone realizes that work and
employment is a numbers game. Head office truly only make decisions based on profit and loss
and if you are not producing, you are gone. In turn, you also come to understand your true value
to the company you work for - and that value is not what you are paid, but the revenue you
generate for the company. Once you fully understand this statement you’ll be in a better
bargaining position when you need to be.
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Have You Reached Your Wall?
Walls. There are always walls. They are there to challenge you and they exist in every part of your
life. In your working life a wall can be represented by the boss, the manager, a co-worker, a new
ruling, relocation of the office, more responsibility, lack of current technology, a new title and
anything else that causes you to wonder why you are doing what you do for a living.
A wall is also a good thing. It’s giving you the chance to take inventory and question your direction
in life. Some people climb their wall but that’s too much stress. Some try to hammer away at it
until it or you break. The best strategy for walls is to go round them. It’s that simple.
You can also ask others who faced the same wall, how they survived it or overcame it. But then
“they” are not you. We are all wired differently. You must always go with your own inherent
inclinations subject to someone wiser than you offering sage advice. Whether you take it or not
is up to you. Be focused, but not blind.

Have you reached your wall? Who is it? What is it?

Make sure you know your wall - then you can work around it. Write your notes below:
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Everyone needs a kick in the pants when it
comes to career direction and overall
career management. Sometimes you
know exactly where you are going and
sometimes not. Generally your answers
can be found in the archives of those who
have gone before you and blazed the trail
you are on right about now.
As most of us know, overall the world is
still “a man’s world” – not much changed
since well, for centuries. But in the travel
industry, women rate as #1. It is in fact a
woman’s world and it’s all there for the
aspiring and inspired woman to take hold of
her lot and shake it for all it’s worth.

http://www.wingsworldquest.org/
Focused on extraordinary women…

Yes many times there’s a male holding the top rung and then it’s
your choice as a female employee to stick it out if everything is
working as it should meaning your talents are known, respected
and used. If not, then it’s time to move on. But where to? Hence
you need that plan and you need to tap into resources that
successful women have set up. Not only that, you must read, and
read about the women who have gone before you both historically
and in the present.
Although he’s of the male persuasion, Thomas Cook, the original
fella and his son, are well worth a read as they were just so creative
and resilient and their accomplishments back in the mid-late 1800s
put most of us to shame. If it wasn’t for Thomas Cook and
people like him we would not have the industry we have
today. Then there was Burton Holmes, almost forgotten in
fact except for those who stumble upon him. A very famous
traveller, photographer and videographer and the person
who invented the word Travelogue and delivered thousands
of stand-up presentations to a black-tie audience featuring
his photographs via hand-painted glass slides.
______________________________________________________________________________
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Finding Your Passion
Your number one passion must be travel and travelling. After that comes the type of travel and
travelling YOU prefer and then comes the passion to do what you love to do. Make sense? So
you’ll be working on three passions. Some people want to sell travel, others to market it, to
represent it, to be in the meetings side of it, the tourism side, to open and own a hotel chain or
a travel franchise, host agency, invent a new travel app…
To serve your travel passions you’ll need a PASSION PLAN and that
means you’ll know exactly where you’re going next and what you’ll be
doing with that new knowledge. If you have arrived at Passion #1 –
travel and travelling, and now looking for Passion #2 it should be right
there, staring at you. If not then you don’t have one. Better start
searching your travel soul because your next employer is going to ask
you.
Without knowing Passion #2 and #3 it’s a tough road. You could be
floundering all over the place wasting both time and money testing a
world of choices. Perhaps these two long standing self-help books might
help. Search for them online.
It’s possible that you chose the travel industry for your career or you
simply fell into a job and it happened to be in travel. It’s possible that
you are changing careers and feel that travel is for you… and it’s possible
that you are just starting out. You are young, a student and looking at
the travel industry and wondering what you can do
One keypoint here: reading is good. Build it into your monthly activities,
invest in books (digital and print) buy them, store them and refer to
them. Being well read will propel your career

1. WHAT DO YOU MOST WANT TO DO?

_________________________________________________________________________

2. WHERE DO YOU MOST WANT TO DO IT?

_________________________________________________________________________

3. HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT TO MAKE?

_________________________________________________________________________
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Turning Passion Into Goals
Okay so you’ve got passion for travel, to be the best
etc., this is good… but that plan is still missing.
Look for this book or one like it that is current in
terms of present day career skills and options.
One thing to know about planning your career is
this: your time is limited. If you don’t do it today, you
must do it tomorrow and eventually you realize that
the saying “tomorrow never comes” is a true fact of
life.
Similar to Steve Jobs advice – I also offer the words
of Joseph Campbell a wonderful philosopher that
you should read at least once in your lifetime.
Here are his words:

FOLLOW YOUR BLISS
“Go where your body and soul want to go. When you have the
feeling, stay with it and don’t let anyone throw you off.”

I also like this quote by Wayne Gretzky. It reveals why he was so good at what he did. You can
apply this quote to your travel trade career IF you are advanced in your thinking and study all
things travel related.

“I skate to where the puck is going to be,
not where it has been.”
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The Opportunities
There are so many opportunities within the travel & tourism sector and its related industries. You
might choose to create a career in any of these fields or open a business that services the trade
and or the traveller. Imagine no restrictions – what is it you would like to do?
It’s safe to say that every skill set is
used within the overall travel
industry. And almost every job title
can be found within the trade too.
We’re focused on the travel trade
in all of its aspects which means not
only working in or for or owning a
travel agency but also opening a
luggage store or designing a new
set of luggage. How about
becoming a roving travel blogger,
or creating a new travel app? Could
you be a BDM for a supplier? A
meet and greet agent?
Let’s go bigger. How about creating a new style of boutique hotels? Yes the sky is the limit. Money
is ALWAYS available for the right idea. It’s the idea that is generally missing – so if you have one
and it has merit, why not explore it? Seek the best advice and be guided by those that have done
what you want to do.
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Everyone’s challenge, whether new to
selling travel or employed for 5 years.
Experience can be achieved and built
over time or you can go for it and take
the world by storm.

If you are entering the travel trade now, you may wish to halt that project and head off on a
worldwide tour that is in line with your travel passion. The reason being you are no match for the
local competition with 50 to 150 countries and 30 cruises under their belt. It’s experience that
clients are buying and paying fees to access.
For the more management focused person, you would study which destinations are selling now,
today, and make a point of visiting all of them over a period of a few months and return with
current knowledge. Travel trade veterans may need to update their knowledge of places they
visited ten years ago that are now hot destinations once again.
You can always wait for FAM trips to build your knowledge however you’ll need twenty years to
achieve what you learn in one year away. It’s your call… however from experience I’ll tell you to
take time off and get that world experience now. When you return, you are worth money!
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Welcome to the ivory tower. For some this move is exciting
because they created the opportunity and know why they
are seeking a management role. Others are promoted into
management and beyond their actual capabilities to
perform, let alone manage and depending on who one
reports to, there could be a dragon lady waiting for you or
a rude, loud-mouthed opinionated bloke who also touches
everyone he meets. Did I mention the too blue jokes and if
you don’t laugh at them then you are not on his team.
To the sweeter side of moving into management you have
a delightful group of senior been there done that
personalities just waiting to introduce you to your new role,
and perhaps your first step on the management ladder.
Either group might be there waiting for you – and if you leave it to chance then you deserve what
you get. In today’s world of all things online it should take you less than one-hour to get the
skinny on anyone you might be working for.
How Long Does Management Survive?
The CEO: This person, male or female, does not last long in management unless they are
supremely good / excellent at what they do and do it all with their natural engaging personality.
Now, if they happen to be the owner of the company and hold most or all of the shares, they are
not going anywhere.
If the CEO is a bully etc., etc., you will outlast him/her. Just be patient as the word will get around,
business may or may not suffer, however the company is sure to lose talent which in turn loses
sales and customers. At most, CEO bullies might last 18 months give or take and their departure
is based on their contract. The Board may not want to spend the money to get rid of this person,
so they’ll let you suffer until this person’s contract runs out. It’s the way it is.
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PLANNING YOUR CAREER MOVES
I AM HERE NOW

IN ____ YEARS TIME I’LL BE HERE

TO GET TO WHERE I WANT TO GET TO I’LL NEED TO DO THE FOLLOWING,
MEET THESE PEOPLE, DISCOVER THIS…, STUDY…, TALK TO…
PERSONALLY

CORPORATELY

SCHEDULE – HOW I WILL ACHIEVE THIS

SCHEDULE – HOW I WILL ACHIEVE THIS
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Steve Crowhurst
Travel trade keynote speaker, trainer, author &
publisher.
Steve entered the retail travel industry in 1965 and has
worked from the front line to the executive floor, owned
and operated his own travel agencies, travel trade
training and consulting firms and has worked from a home
office for over 20 years.
In 2010 he published his 412 page book 273 “No Fluff - No
Theory” Marketing Ideas for Travel Agents; in June 2011
he published the first digital issue of Selling Travel
magazine. In October 2013 Steve published the first issue
of IC Travel Agent a digital magazine targeting the homebased travel agent, ICs and OSRs.
Steve is now turning all of his workshops and webinars
into easy to read, street savvy eGuides. Check back often
at www.thetravelagentsstore.com for new titles.
If you would like Steve to speak at your conference or
convention, deliver management level webinars or work
with your executive team please email him directly:
steve@smptraining.com
A complete bio can be read here.
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THANKS FOR SHOPPING AT

There is always something new and exciting being created and
uploaded to the store so be sure to check back often.
Become a Store Member and save 20%!

www.thetravelagentsstore.com
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